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His Beloved Paranormal Vampire Romance The Mate Series Book 1
In this new monograph, author Debra Dudek defines a new era of vampire texts in which vampires have moved from their iconic
dark, feared, often seductive figure lingering in alleys, to the beloved and morally sensitive vampire winning the affections of teen
protagonists throughout pop culture. Dudek takes a close look at three hugely-popular vampire series for young adults, drawing
parallels between the TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer, the Twilight Saga novels/films, and The Vampire Diaries TV series/book
series. By defining a new era of vampire texts and situating these three series within this transition, The Beloved Does Not Bite
signals their significance and lays the groundwork for future scholarship on the flourishing genre of paranormal romances for
young adults.
Julian Kane is back in town… Once, as a girl of seventeen, beautiful, headstrong Portia Cabot saved the life of the dashing vampire
Julian Kane—who marked her forever, then left to go in search of his soul. He returns five years later to find the enchanting young
girl he left behind grown into a bewitching woman with a woman's heart...and a woman's desires. Portia quickly discovers that
Julian's seductive and forbidden kiss can still make her crave the night...and his touch. But a recent spate of murders makes Portia
fear that the man she has always adored may truly be a monster. For years Julian has fought the temptation to embrace his dark
gifts, never realizing that Portia's love may give him the most dangerous gift of all...a reason to live... Book 2 in Teresa Medeiros’s
LORDS OF MIDNIGHT Series, which includes After Midnight and The Vampire Who Loved Me “Teresa Medeiros is one of my alltime favorite authors!”—Sherrilyn Kenyon, New York Times bestselling author “If Jane Austen had written Dracula, it would have
been The Vampire Who Loved Me. Medeiros is magic!”—Christina Dodd, New York Times bestselling author “Winning, sexy and
saucy. An engaging romp for those who like their Regencies with a little bite.”—Publishers Weekly “Masterful writing and
unforgettable characters. A spellbinding tale that quite simply mesmerizes.”—Romantic Times “The Vampire Who Loved Me
proves once again why Teresa Medeiros is one of the most beloved and popular authors writing today. Heart wrenching and
magically romantic. Sure to earn a place on your keeper shelf!”—Romance Reviews Today ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION
Regency romance, Vampire romance, Paranormal romance, Humorous romance
A powerful warrior and commander of the dark elf legions, Bleu is a loyal and devoted male, and one who has never failed in
anything—except one thing. Love. When an elusive female dragon shifter surfaces in Hell again, giving him a mission to hurl
himself into, he gladly returns to his hunt for her and the deadly blade she stole from his prince seven centuries ago, but as he
closes in on his prey, fate reveals she is far more than his enemy. Having escaped from the black market arena and her life as a
slave, Taryn sets her sights back on the task she began seven hundred years ago when her brother stole a precious sword, but in
the three centuries she’s been a captive, everything has changed. Corrupted by a craving for power, her brother has become
dangerously obsessed with finding the blade and using it to claim the ultimate treasure—the position of King of Hell. Faced with
having to end her beloved twin to stop him from bringing all of Hell to its knees before him, will Taryn be strong enough to use the
very blade he seeks against him? And when Bleu finally catches his elusive prey, will he listen to his head as it demands he
complete his mission or his heart as it demands he claim his eternal mate? If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark,
Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the addictive Eternal Mates
series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed
world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series from a New York Times
and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over 60 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates
Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted
by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin
Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12:
Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16:
Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus Coming Soon! ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance series coming soon!
He is Layel, king of the vampires, a master seducer no woman can deny. But since a rogue horde of dragons killed his beloved
over two centuries ago, Layel has existed only for vengeance…until he meets Delilah. Wary of love, the beautiful Amazon wants
nothing to do with the tormented vampire. Yet there's no denying their consuming desire every time he nears her. Neither trusts
the other—nor can they survive alone. For in an impossible game of the gods' devising, they've been trapped on an island, about to
face the ultimate challenge: surrender to the passion that will bind them forever…or be doomed to an eternity apart.
#1 New York Times bestselling author J. R. Ward’s “different, creative, dark, violent, and flat-out amazing”* Black Dagger
Brotherhood series continues as a vampire warrior crosses the line between life and death…into a world of dark dreams and darker
desires. Ever since the death of his shellan, Tohrment has been a heartbroken shadow of the vampire leader he once was.
Brought back to the Brotherhood by a self-serving fallen angel, he fights again with ruthless vengeance, unprepared for a new
tragedy. Seeing his beloved in dreams—trapped in a cold, isolated netherworld—Tohr turns to the angel Lassiter to save his former
mate. The only way to rescue her is for Tohr to love another. As war with the lessers rages, and a new clan of vampires vie for the
Blind King’s throne, Tohr struggles between an unforgettable past and a hot, passion-filled future. But can his heart let go and set
all of them free? * All About Romance
He's out of control Dougal Kincaid has something to prove. After being injured in a battle with the Malcontents, he's ready for
active duty protecting unsuspecting mortals from these villainous vampires who want to rule the world. But first he has to get
control of himself . . . because just the sight of a certain lovely doctor has his injured hand doing some peculiar things, not to
mention the sizzling sensation that burns along his dragon tattoo . . . Vampires? Vampires?! As a scientist, Leah is having trouble
believing that these immortal creatures exist. But there they are, standing in front of her, asking for help in solving a genetic puzzle
that can save mankind. There's even one in a sexy kilt! Just one look into Dougal's gorgeous green eyes sets her pulse racing. But
can she trust him—and the overwhelming desire that refuses to be ignored . . . ?
When a girls' trip to Mardi Gras thrusts Jane into the arms-and fangs-of New Orleans' hottest vampire, he gifts her with immortality,
super strength, and a complexion to die for. There's only one tiny problem. Jane faints at the sight of blood. How will she survive?
Gargoyles, Angels, and Vampires. Deadly enemies. An Angel Prince looking for his fated mate to break his curse. A Vampire King
with a heart of stone. Aria loses her humanity after being saved by a monster she believed only to exist in horror stories. But
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everything isn't what it seems when her savior becomes a handsome angel prince who awakened her ancient and deadly powers.
Powers that can destroy the world, or save it. Only true love can break the prince's curse and stop him from turning into stone for
all eternity. Despite the overwhelming chemistry between Aria and the prince, they only have thirty days to fall in love before their
bond is put to the test. Peril strikes in the form of an addictive drug that can kill vampires and angels are to blame. Conflict is
blooming and the peace treaty between the Angel Prince and the Vampire King is threatened. Aria is caught in a love triangle
when the Vampire King discovers that the girl he had refused to take as his is now the prince's new mate. Tormented by the rash
decision that almost killed her, the king now believes that he's saving Aria from the clutches of the manipulative prince. Finding out
that supernatural creatures exist becomes less terrifying for Aria than discovering what she's destined to become if she lets her
Archangel's abilities take over and change her. Aria is much more than the average, eighteen-year-old girl who wanted to find the
cure for cancer. She's now a deadly Archangel warrior and the future queen of the angels and gargoyles if only she can manage to
break her lover's curse and keep the Vampire King at bay. What would you give up for true love?
A Vampire Will Not Rest Until He Satisfi es His Hunger . . . And what I, Reign, hungered for most of all was Olivia Gavin. I have
never met a woman more beautiful, more tantalizing, and so I made her my bride. She promised me her heart and soul . . . in
return, I plundered her flesh, and bound her to me for all eternity. Then, terrified of what I'd made her, she fled. Now she has
returned, desperate for my help in saving her beloved nephew. But my assistance comes at a price: She must share my bed once
more, for the feel of her soft skin, the heat of her kiss, excite me still. And I know she desires me, even as she resists her own
heart. Yet, as we rediscover the passion that brought us together, an enemy waits to destroy us both . . .
In her new novel, perennial bestseller Anne Rice fuses her two uniquely seductive strains of narrative -- her Vampire legend and her lore of
the Mayfair witches -- to give us a world of classic deep-south luxury and ancestral secrets. Welcome to Blackwood Farm: soaring white
columns, spacious drawing rooms, bright, sun-drenched gardens, and a dark strip of the dense Sugar Devil Swamp. This is the world of
Quinn Blackwood, a brilliant young man haunted since birth by a mysterious doppelgänger, “Goblin,” a spirit from a dream world that Quinn
can’t escape and that prevents him from belonging anywhere. When Quinn is made a Vampire, losing all that is rightfully his and gaining an
unwanted immortality, his doppelgänger becomes even more vampiric and terrifying than Quinn himself. As the novel moves backwards and
forwards in time, from Quinn’s boyhood on Blackwood Farm to present day New Orleans, from ancient Athens to 19th-century Naples, Quinn
seeks out the legendary Vampire Lestat in the hope of freeing himself from the spectre that draws him inexorably back to Sugar Devil Swamp
and the explosive secrets it holds. A story of youth and promise, of loss and the search for love, of secrets and destiny, Blackwood Farm is
Anne Rice at her mesmerizing best.
As a teenager, I watched my mother die. I never thought her killers would come back for me…with fangs. Me and my hive of hot-as-hell
vampires are finally finding our groove, but I guess all good things have to be tested. So, I’m not entirely shocked when I find out I’m
supposed to be part of some vampire prophecy. You see, some vamps think I might be the key to destroying the entire vampire race because
of hunter’s blood I never knew I possessed. Oh yeah, and my mother’s blade might be the only thing on earth capable of slicing through
vampire flesh. No big deal. All I have to do is convince a vampire cult that I can be trusted despite my deadly potential, while protecting four
vampires that I’ve come to love. My blood is poison. My connection to the hive is a compulsive addiction. What’s a hunter to do? The Born
of Darkness series is high steam reverse harem paranormal romance with a female hunter, her four fated vampire mates, and stimulating
MFMMM scenes. Why choose?
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series comes the first Novel of the Fallen Angels.
Redemption isn’t a word Jim Heron knows much about—his specialty is revenge, and to him, sin is all relative. But everything changes when
he becomes a fallen angel and is charged with saving the souls of seven people from the seven deadly sins. And failure is not an option. Vin
diPietro surrendered himself to his business—until fate intervenes in the form of a tough-talking, Harley-riding, self-professed savior, and a
woman who makes him question his destiny. With an ancient evil ready to claim him, Vin has to work with a fallen angel not only to win his
beloved over…but redeem his very soul.
Emily's life changes forever when a dark master makes her a vampire. He claims she's the reincarnation of his first love, found and lost four
times in eight hundred years. She thinks he's crazy, until the dreams of other lives begin, with two things in common - Nicholas and tragic
endings. As she copes with her new state as a vampire under his jaded tutelage, Emily wonders how this time can be any different especially when Nicholas' sire and sworn enemy appears to wreak havoc on both of them. Note: This book was previously published through
Ellora's Cave but has been revised for Cerridwen Press.
Soul mate—or tragic fate? Once one of the oldest dhampirs in existence, Saeed now faces a treacherously uncertain future as a vampire. He
believes that the only thing that can restore his position within his coven and tether his lost soul is the flame-haired fae who is destined to be
his mate. Cerys Bain is a soul thief. She is feared by those who dwell in the supernatural realm—and hopelessly bound to the ruthless mage
Rinieri de Rege. The raw, sensual vampire who enters her world is both a threat and an intoxicating temptation: No one has ever made Cerys
feel the way Saeed does. But to claim their fate as soulmates, Saeed must first find a way to free Cerys from Rin. Is their desire worth the risk
of certain destruction—and eternal doom?
She didn't want an Alpha, but Destiny had other plans... At first sight, Jenna may look like the typical cute blonde girl with amazing curves and
a manipulative smile. Yet what many don't know is that she's an active member of the Paranormal Victims Society and a deadly fighter who
was trained in several martial arts. She's also a hybrid with a fascination for vampires and resentment for werewolves.Saving her best friend,
Jade, from the kidnappers puts Jenna face to face with her soulmate--a werewolf Alpha. Panicking, Jenna does the only thing that comes to
mind--she tries to kill him. Alexander believes he's protecting the daughter of a dear friend from vampires. In reality, he stole the beloved of a
powerful vampire who will stop at nothing to get her back. After being mateless for decades, he wasn't expecting to find his soulmate amidst a
battle or that she would despise what he was.Trapped in an underwater research facility, the sexy Alpha has a few days to convince his
elusive mate that they are meant to be and that he's the last person she should fear. Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty
language, and an extremely sexy werewolf alpha. Intended for mature audiences.
His BelovedParanormal Vampire RomanceCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
A sensual, terrifying, incredibly accomplished first novel, this fascinating prequel to the classic and most popular horror novel of all time,
Dracula, focuses on Dracula's great-nephew, who inherits the job of managing his great-uncle's estate...and his appetite. Written in diary form
as Dracula is, this compulsively readable book has revelations that will shock and delight readers of the original. More erotic than Anne Rice,
Kalogridis is a major new voice in vampire fiction. The first chilling tale in an exciting new trilogy is a rich and terrifying historical novel set fifty
years before the opening of Bram Stoker's Dracula. At the castle of Prince Vlad Tsepesh, also known as Dracula, Vald's great-nephew
Arkady is honored to care for his beloved though strange great-uncle...until he beings to realize what is expected of him in his new role. It
seems that either he provides his great-uncle with unsuspecting victims to satisfy his needs, or Vlad will kill those Arkady loves. He is trapped
into becoming party to murder and sadistic torture. And it is in his blood. When Arkady learns that his newborn son is being groomed one day
to follow in his footsteps, he knows that he must fight Dracula, even if it means death.
A ruthless vampire warrior, Grave Van der Garde rules the mercenary Preux Chevaliers with an iron fist, determined to retain his hard-won
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position as one of the most powerful men in Hell and his reputation as the heartless King of Death. But beneath the cold façade beats the
heart of a vampire torn between love and hate, ripped in two directions by a single ethereally beautiful female—his fated phantom mate. Driven
by her phantom instincts, Isla used a spell to make her solid in order to deceive the vampire who killed her sister’s demon mate and have
revenge on him, condemning him with a single kiss to become a phantom too. But her plan took an unexpected turn when she fell in love with
him, and with her new life, and the night she betrayed him shattered both of their hearts. Now, he lives to make her suffer through their
connection, one that is fading with them as they begin to slip into the phantom world, and she must face the monster she created if she is to
save herself and the vampire she still loves. With a demon from Grave’s past determined to destroy him and everything he holds dear, and
the clock ticking down to their inevitable doom, can he and Isla overcome their past and their pride to work together to secure the future they
both desire deep in their hearts? Or will death finally catch up with the vampire king and his phantom mate? If you like Kresley Cole's
Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the addictive
Eternal Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed
world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series from a New York Times and USA
Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over 60 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed
by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an
Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10:
Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14:
Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18:
Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus - Coming Soon! ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance series
coming soon!

In Molly Harper’s newest paranormal romantic comedy set in her beloved Half Moon Hollow, a vampire princess must learn how
to navigate life as a college student—including living with her messy, annoying, frustrating new roommate. Ophelia Lambert, fourhundred-year-old vampire princessand college freshman, suddenly finds herself domesticated by humans and forced to suffer the
indignities of dorm rooms, communal bathrooms, and a roommate with sticky fingers. As one of the hundreds of undead venturing
into post-secondary education, Ophelia has a lot more to learn that just “undead studies”—she has to learn to get along with her
fellow vampire classmates and worst of all, her human ones, along with getting back into the good graces of the World Council for
the Equal Treatment of the Undead. Can this once all-powerful vampire princess balance classes and campus life with romance,
human- and vampire relations, and not sinking her teeth into her annoying roommate? With her “distinct, captivating style,” (RT
Book Reviews) Molly Harper demonstrates that she is one of the best voices in paranormal romance.
The world bleeds as noble vampire families war amongst themselves. The Valentine and Bordeaux clans have fought for centuries
over the right to rule. Until an opportunity to merge the two sides is born.Sabine Bordeaux is destined to marry the Valentine heir,
something she's known since birth. Their union will end the bloodshed once and for all. She knows her duty . . . . . . and wants
nothing to do with it.She never expected three men, shrouded in mystery, to answer her prayers. Whisked away to an island she's
only heard about in fairy tales, at the mercy of the very Gods she prayed to for a reprieve, secrets come to light that leave Sabine
lost and confused. She wanted to escape her duty . . .She just never knew how much she'd bleed for it.
For centuries, Beth and her sister Marie dreamed of finding their soul-mates. But all their dreams are shattered when the person
who should love and take care of Marie ends up to be the cruelest of the monsters.After being held captive for several years by the
lunatic vampire who had fun abusing and torturing her, Beth is rescued from the endless nightmare she had been living. Only to
find out that her soul-mate is the youngest brother of the vampire she hates the most in the whole world-her tormentor and Marie's
mate.Eric dreams of finding his soul-mate for almost two hundred years. When his family tries to apprehend his older brother
Alaric, his wish comes true but with a price. His mate is terrified of him and males in general because of what his brother did to
her. Eric needs to win her trust and make her believe that he's nothing like Alaric and he would never hurt her.Beth believes that
her soul is damaged beyond repair. Can Eric fix her or are they doomed to be alone forever?
Basques Grouper takes his job as the head enforcer for the Maven coven very seriously. When his coven’s Master Krispin learns
that the nearby gargoyle clutch has a new chieftain, Basques is sent with his coven’s second-in-command and another enforcer to
meet with him. The meeting is going well…until a small blue gargoyle enters to serve refreshments, and Basques scents his blood.
When he asks to taste the male, his over-eager approach, sends the gargoyle running. Basques learns the small gargoyle is
Dloben, and under the prior chieftain’s rule, he’d been abused. Working to change his approach, Basques must put his faith in
the mate-pull and the advice of strangers. Can Basques convince his shy beloved that he’s not like the dominant paranormals
he’s dealt with in the past?
Under the covers, these lovers come alive! Katie MacAlister conjures supernatural sparks in Shades of Gray A TV crew is filming a
paranormal reality show on the grounds of an imposing old Czech Republic estate. But the electric passion behind the camera is
what’s out of this world. When Noelle, a Guardian, meets vampire Grayson, who has roamed for three centuries, she awakens an
aching hunger in him that only her touch can relieve. . . . Molly Harper cooks up laughter and thrills in Undead Sublet After
overworked Chicago chef Tess flips out (can everyone hear that arugula talking, or is it just me?), she rents a quiet house in HalfMoon Hollow for a month of R & R. But when she finds the place occupied by a drop-dead gorgeous vampire, Tess’s tastes—for
comfort food, for small Kentucky towns, and for her irresistible lover—become nearly insatiable! Jessica Sims excites the senses in
Out with a Fang When lonely were-jaguar Ruby consults a paranormal matchmaker, she hopes to finally move on from a heartwrenching breakup with her one true love, a forbidden human. Nervously agreeing to a blindfolded first date with a vampire, she
finds the spicy scent of him intoxicating, his voice low, sexy, and so very familiar. . . .
Having dinner with a vampire is more disconcerting when he's planning on having you for dessert. I've always wanted to escape
my ordinary existence. Then an invitation to attend a Halloween party in the Heavenly Mansion arrives. Now, I'm trapped in a
mansion with three gorgeous men who want to do everything to please me. They claim I'm the reincarnation of their sire, and they
want me to become their Vampire Queen. My mind cautions me about playing their seductive games. My body disagrees and
wants to savor every moment we spend together. With lovers like them, how can I refuse their promises of eternal love if it means
they might die without me? But when another vampire targets me to awake the memories of my past life and bring chaos to the
Vampire Courts, we need to run against time to save our lives and prevent a war. Vampire's Possession is the start to a steamy
new reverse harem vampire romance. Which means the main character will have more than one love interest. This book can be
read as a standalone, but there are more planned in the series.
A curse to break, a mate to save. Young Camille's dreams are shattered when she's rejected by the ruthless and abusive Alpha of
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the Shadow Pack. Her only chance at survival is to arrive in Paris and pray that what her brother told her about the angels is true.
Chased and almost killed upon her arrival, she's saved by the mythical creatures who protect the city. Plus, Fate gives her a new
mate—the one she always dreamed about. But with a price. Jacob had been waiting a long time to be matched with a rejected soul
so he could break his curse and become a full angel. Camille is everything he'd been looking for in a mate—she has a good heart
and she's extremely brave. Running against time, they have thirty days to fall in love or he will turn into stone, forever. Peril strikes
when Alpha Simon wants to reclaim Camille. In a mad quest for power, he wages war on the other packs. Now more than being
saved, Camille needs to be the savior and stop the cruel Alpha from hurting the people she loves. This sweet fantasy angel
romance can be read as a standalone.
The rules were simple: . 15 girls were chosen from royal bloodlines to be with the Prince. They are given one night each with him,
and in the end he shall choose a bride and make her Queen. So how did someone from Montana, USA get involved in something
that was supposed to be for those chosen? Anna sure doesn't know, but she knew that she had to stay away from the Prince as
much as she could. With her mischievous ways and un-royal manners, she was sure that the Prince wouldn't pick her. But what if
the Prince was as determined to be with her as she was determined to stay away from him? Experience "One Night with the King"
meets "Princess Diaries" told with humor in this romantic comedy for all ages and find out what happens when a person goes from
nada to royalty.
Book 9 in Maggie Shayne's Bestselling Wings in the Night Series SOME LOVES LAST NOT JUST A LIFETIME BUT
CENTURIES…. Vlad Dracul is older even than his legend, but in all his many lifetimes he's loved only one woman, Elisabeta, the
wife he lost far too soon. Ever since her death he's wandered the earth in a fruitless search for her reincarnation. Until now.
Because now he's found her soul at last, hidden in the mortal woman known as Tempest “Stormy” Jones. Stormy has always
sensed the “other” deep inside her, striving for escape, for dominance, but in the presence of the charismatic Vlad she finds
herself not only battling her attraction to a man she knows is dangerous and full of dark desires but losing control of her own body
as Elisabeta's spirit fights to emerge. Now Vlad himself is torn between an ages-old love and the power of his feelings for Stormy
herself. Only he can decide which woman will live and which will die—forever. Don't miss a single title in Maggie Shayne's Wings in
the Night series: Twilight Phantasies Twilight Memories Twilight Illusions, with bonus novella “Beyond Twilight” Born in Twilight,
with bonus novella “Twilight Vows” Twilight Hunger Embrace the Twilight, with bonus novella “Run from Twilight” Edge of Twilight
Blue Twilight, with bonus novella “Before Blue Twilight” Prince of Twilight Demon's Kiss Lover's Bite Angel's Pain Bloodline, with
bonus novella “Vampires in Paradise” Twilight Prophecy Twilight Fulfilled
Fourth in the "darkly rich"(TwoLips Reviews) Vampire Queen series. Escaping the depraved servitude of a vampire master she killed, Jessica
has found her way, with three nomadic guides, to the sun-baked desolation of the Sahara-only to slowly perish. Then she hears the tale of
Farida, an enigmatic beauty lost as well to the Sahara three centuries ago, whose ancient desire for the legendary vampire Lord Mason is
stirring the same desires in Jessica. But the more Jessica's fatal curiosity reveals of Farida, the closer she gets to Lord Mason's irresistible
and forbidden secret.
Annabel is a bad-ass hybrid hunter, seeking revenge on the vampire who killed her parents and put her brother in a coma. Arriving in a new
town with an undercover identity to protect and the mission to find a pureblood vampire to save her brother's life, the last thing Annabel needs
is to fall in love with the sexy, persistent werewolf who thinks she's a helpless human in need of a knight in shining armor. Shane is a
dominant werewolf who also happens to be the local sheriff. He has almost lost hope of finding his better half. So, when his beautiful soulmate shows up and rogue vampires try to kill her, he does what any smart wolf would do: he saves her and takes her home, hoping to
convince her that they belong together. When sparks fly between them, Annabel has to decide if she tells him who she really is or runs the
other way to protect her secrets.
I am their love, their life: Inamorata. But that doesn’t mean the rest of the vampire race will accept me as one of their own. They’d rather see
me bleed. This prophecy is becoming a real pain in the ass. My mother was murdered because of it. My hive of four gorgeous vampires has
cheated death more than once trying to protect me. As for me, I’m just doing the best I can to survive while juggling a sadistic cult who wants
me dead—which just happens to be led by my lover’s ex-wife—an old book proclaiming that I’m the key to killing all vampires where they
stand, and four immortal mates bound to me with a connection so strong it’s more like an addiction. But with time running out and powerful
vampires getting closer to succeeding in their deadly mission to kill us all, our powers may not be sufficient—we may need another specialist.
But that means I have to invite him into our hive and possess him as I have the others. One thing’s for sure: When you want a job done right,
sometimes it takes a hunter. The Born of Darkness series is high heat reverse harem paranormal romance with a badass female hunter-witch
hybrid, her five fated alpha vampire mates, and come-hither MFMMMM scenes. Why choose?
Jessica is a young and powerful witch on a desperate mission to find her soul-mate-a hot vampire king who haunts her dreams with steamy
memories of their blissful past life. The problem is that he could already be dead. To complicate matters further, a psychotic vampire is after
her. He wants the grimoire she stole. For protection, she can only rely on her best friend's family. When she arrives at Affinity, she is brought
closer to her goal. But encountering the man of her dreams is only half the battle. Convincing him that she is his reincarnated love may prove
to be next to impossible. Some memories should remain hidden. If unlocked, death will claim Jessica before her enemy. Although, her
survival won't matter if she faces a rejection that will shatter her very soul.
A vampire, set in his ways, is jolted out of his routine by the discovery of a mysterious new woman. Who is she? And even more importantly,
why is he so attracted to her even though she is rude to him at best? For Hunter, life as he knows it has been forever changed. In two shorts
months he went from contented bachelor to the "boyfriend" of a mysterious woman who has knocked him off his feet. Now Hunter must learn
to control his feelings and be with her, all the while falling deeper in love. Soon he realizes that to understand her fully, he must pull out all the
stops. Then he learns a truth he was not expecting... she is a werewolf with incredible powers of her own. Along the way, alliances are tested
and new enemies rise to hunt the couple. And when tragedy strikes, Hunter must make the ultimate choice... and face an evil far greater than
anything he'd ever read about in his beloved books. This werewolf and vampire romance contains some violence and shapeshifter action with
many thrilling situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up. Order your copy today and start reading this shapeshifter paranormal
romance instantly.
Nachari Silivasi is a bright light in a Dark World. As the youngest vampire in a family of warriors, he has studied Magick for four hundred
years and acquired a rare mastery of the universe around him. He is beloved by his family; legendary for his good looks; and known for his
uncommon valor. Unfortunately, he has just made the ultimate sacrifice – he has traded his immortal life for the life of the Vampyr King.
Deanna Dubois is as talented as she is independent, but she has developed a strange and terrifying habit: Night after night, day after day,
she sketches one horrifying scene after another -- the body of a gorgeous male being tortured in hell by demons. Disturbed by her ever
growing obsession, she sets out to Dark Moon Vale to uncover the truth. Only what she finds is a web of danger, destruction, and deceit.
Separated by space and time, yet drawn together by fate, Nachari and Deanna find themselves in an epic battle against evil: Nachari is
forced to forge a path in a world of shadows, where torture and lust rule the night, while Deanna struggles to decide between two polar
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opposites – to flee from the truth or trade her mortal soul for the possibility of a stranger’s salvation. The stakes could not be higher. The
enemy could not be more lethal. And the only way to reach the light is to first enter the Blood Shadows.
An undying classic from Katie MacAlister, Sex and the Single Vampire is a paranormal romance lover’s delight, ideal for fans of Lynsay
Sands and her Argeneau vampire family novels. This perennial New York Times bestselling author knows what readers are hungry for: sexy
and funny tales of otherworldly passion featuring hot, dark, immortal alpha heroes searching for their happily forever afters. In Sex and the
Single Vampire, MacAlister’s Dark One is an arrogant, studly romance novelist whom struggling “summoner” Alie mistakes for a
specter…and recognizes as the fantasy man who has lately been invading her dreams!
He vowed to never love again, but now his undead heart is beating...She finds it hard to keep living; is he her salvation?Since his turning,
Caleb lives in his remote country estate with a skeleton staff. His beloved rose garden occupies his time; a tribute to his past lost love, along
with a sharp reminder that the thorns that would scratch a human leave no lasting mark on a vampire. Artist Vivienne dreams of a garden and
a stranger, feeling compelled to sketch roses over and over. When the name Tetburn Manor whispers on the edge of waking, she finds the
house and gardens that match her dreams and sets off to sketch them, wondering if the house can lift her constant melancholia.Caleb
watches Vivienne as she herself blooms while she paints his garden standing outside of his estate. Should he listen to his heart and let her
in?Warning: this book mentions self-harm.THE VAMPIRE MATES COLLECTIONAre you willing to taste immortality?Come with us and let our
vampires glamour you into a world full of dangerous magic, toe-curling heat, and a love to last forever.The Vampire Mates series by the
Midnight Coven contains thirteen tales penned by your favorite best-selling paranormal romance authors.Each novella can be read as a
complete standalone, but of course, we hope you'll bite into them all.With our Vampire Mates at your side, immortality is sexy AF.
It was just a silly reality show... Until he chose her. Absurdly rich and gorgeous Daniel Wolfe is used to get what he wants. And he wants
Jade. The powerful vampire male picks her from the crowd of screaming females willing to do anything to please him. He's convinced that
she's the One, His Beloved. But he wasn't prepared for a feisty girl who loathes vampires and doesn't want to be his for all Eternity. Jade will
sacrifice anything-even her freedom-to protect her orphaned little brother. But when she's forced to join a reality show that may keep her
away from him, she has to survive hell and temptation to get the money she needs to pay for her brother's treatment. In a world that reveres
vampires and reality shows rule the entertainment channels, Jade needs to endure Daniel's seductive games for a week before she can be
released from her contract and go back to take care of her brother. However, not everything is what it seems and despite her secret past and
her hate for vampires, Jade may be facing a worse danger than being bitten: falling in love.

More powerful than ever, the Guardians of Eternity are facing their greatest challenge yet: a war within their ranks. Their
future is in the hands of one rebel vampire, who must choose between loyalty and love . . . Blessed with an even more
compelling allure than most vampires, Chiron has made a fortune in the human world, creating an empire of resorts and
casinos. Since the betrayal and imprisonment of his master, he has existed outside the order of the Guardians, trusting
no one. But now, the new vampire king has given him a peace offering: a scroll that could free his master. Following the
relic’s magic leads him to a demon hotel deep in the Everglades, a lush paradise owned by a mysterious and
mesmerizing woman . . . As far as Lilah knows, she’s lived her entire life within the confines of her enchanted estate.
Memories of her own past are elusive and cloaked in shadows. Even Chiron can’t figure out exactly what she is, and if
her intoxicating beauty is his destiny or an illusion drawing him ever closer to his demise—or perhaps to an even more
tormenting choice, between his master and his mate . . .
a Historical Vampire Paranormal Romance Before the unrest of the Civil War, a young slave girl falls in love with her
Master's son. Emerald is enamored with the liberal young John Adams. After the war Emerald and John create a warm
life for themselves. A life that is free from segregation and discrimination. Their serene life is turned upside down when
John is nearly killed on a hunting trip with his older brother William. John and William learn that they were infected with
vampox. They are now immortal vampires with an undying thirst for blood. With this curse, John vows to preserve his
human bloodline, therefore preserving his humanity. With this gift, William embraces vampirism and the power it
commands. Being a vampire doesn't change the brother's emotions. It magnifies them. As a vampire William is still
envious of his younger brother John. John has everything William craves, his human family and his beloved Emerald.
William will do anything and stop at nothing to get what he wants. Vampire William always gets what he wants. BIRTH
(BOOK 1) AFTERBIRTH (Book 2) REBIRTH (Book 3) Keywords: Vampire romance, contemporary fantasy, paranormal
romance, paranormal love story, romance fantasy, paranormal romance series, sexy vampires, romance series, undead
romance, vampire love story, myths and legends, coming of age, forces of good and evil, historical vampire romance,
historical paranormal romance, historical fantasy romance, vampires, immortals, vampire books, vampire fantasy, dark
vampire romance, gothic, urban fantasy, vampire fiction, paranormal books, dark fantasy, historical vampires, sexy
vampires, supernatural books, vamps, vampyre, urban fantasy, dark fantasy, BWWM Romance, BWWM Paranormal,
Vampire romance stories, bwwm vampire romance, bwwm paranormal, bwwm fantasy, interracial vampire, multicultural
vampire romance, vampire series, bwwm
A vampire and a scientist’s fates are passionately entwined in a race against time in this thrilling romance in the #1 New
York Times bestselling “utterly absorbing and deliciously erotic” (Angela Knight, New York Times bestselling author)
Black Dagger Brotherhood series. In the venerable history of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, only one male has ever
been expelled—but Murhder’s insanity gave the Brothers no choice. Haunted by visions of a female he could not save, he
nonetheless returns to Caldwell on a mission to right the wrong that ruined him. However, he is not prepared for what he
must face in his quest for redemption. Dr. Sarah Watkins, researcher at a biomedical firm, is struggling with the loss of
her fellow scientist fiancé. When the FBI starts asking about his death, she questions what really happened and soon
learns the terrible truth: Her firm is conducting inhumane experiments in secret and the man she thought she knew and
loved was involved in the torture. As Murhder and Sarah’s destinies become irrevocably entwined, desire ignites
between them. But can they forge a future that spans the divide separating the two species? And as a new foe emerges
in the war against the vampires, will Murhder return to his Brothers...or resume his lonely existence forevermore?
Welcome to Nocturne Falls, the town where Halloween is celebrated 365 days a year. The tourists think it's all a show:
the vampires, the werewolves, the witches, the occasional gargoyle flying through the sky. But the supernaturals
populating the town know better. Living in Nocturne Falls means being yourself. Fangs, fur, and all. After seeing her
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maybe-mobster boss murder a guy, Delaney James assumes a new identity and pretends to be a mail order bride. She
finds her groom-to-be living in a town that celebrates Halloween every day. Weird. But not as weird as what she doesn't
know. Her groom-to-be is a 400-year-old vampire. Hugh Ellingham has only agreed to the arranged set up to make his
overbearing grandmother happy. In thirty days, whatever bridezilla shows up at his door will be escorted right back out.
His past means love is no longer an option. Not if the woman's going to have a future. Except he never counted on
Delaney and falling in love for real. Too bad both of them are keeping some mighty big secrets...
One vampire. One huntress. There’s only one way to solve this equation… Gold Jones has spent her life hunting
vampires, but Adam Luther is a new kind of danger. His sensual glances and devastating good looks are almost enough
to make her forget the centuries-long battle between their kinds. His kiss is as deadly as his bite and Gold can’t resist.
Luther claims to be reformed, but can she trust that a vampire can change? While a blood maddened monster stalks their
city, they must work together to save an innocent life. And when her duty slaps her in the face, Gold will have to make a
choice: kill the vampire or risk everything to stand beside him. This is a complete story is full of angst, forbidden love, and
steamy romance between a vampire huntress and the sexy vampire she can't resist. Read today for blood churning
paranormal romance! No cliffhanger! This book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who love
to read in their free time! Want more from Kate Rudolph? Sign up for her newsletter and receive a free romance novel!
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